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From paper to the digital flow on Apple devices and
SAP Cloud Platform
AB SKF, Sweden
Shop floor workers switched from a paper based process
to a digital flow. With mobile applications built with SAP
iOS SDK, SKF addressed the true challenges of workers
and enhanced the design, functionality and processes
related to manufacturing, increasing efficiency, data
quality and new user interaction capabilities. New
applications increased productivity, modernized and
optimized manufacturing processes while requiring
minimal training and with high adoption by users. SAP
Cloud Platform is now part of the solution framework and
SKF is evaluating additional use cases to support
Industry 4.0.
“Having key data available right at the fingertips of every machine
operator has made a significant difference compared to before.
The solution is intuitive, user-friendly and reduces the risk of
making mistakes. I am very happy with the efficiency
improvement that this simplification project has delivered to our
operation”
Torsten Nordgren (Director Demand Chain, Manufacturing
Development & Business Excellence, SKF Automotive)

Industrial Machinery and Components

SCP iOS SDK; SAP Cloud Platform’; Development and Operations(CPms);
SAP Cloud Connector; SAP Gateway
Build for prototyping
SAP backend systems – ECC and EWM

Mobile app
provided 70% time
reduction of
system related
work for end-to end
operations in a
manufacturing
channel.

Dramatic increase in
data quality on shop
floor (from 80% to
100% correct
orders) operations
eliminating need for
back-office
correction and
increased
component
availability accuracy

Increased
employee
satisfaction
through removal of
real or perceived
blockers in daily
operations.
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Participant Information
Overcoming adoption challenges when moving the enterprise from paper to the digital flow and mobility

AB SKF
Industrial Machinery and Components
www.skf.com
SAP Business Transformation Services
AB SKF is a global supplier of bearings, seals, mechatronics, lubrication systems
and services, founded in 1907 and headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden.
AB SKF is represented in more than 130 countries and has over 17 000 distributor
locations worldwide, approx. 47 000 employees
From XXL to XS size: 8-ton bearing used in largest Ferris wheel in Las Vegas to the
smallest bearing with an inner bore of 3 mm
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Solution Overview
When 800 blue collar workers moved from paper based to SAP enabled digital flow,
user interaction with the new system had to support the new digital reality.
Utilizing design thinking approach and getting end users involved to understand the
true challenges they faced, we enhanced and simplified the design through
functionality and process improvements, added new user interaction capabilities,
achieving a goal of close to zero IT training for future deployments of our
manufacturing solutions.
SAP Cloud Platform enabled us to provide the user experience we needed to
achieve our overall goal:
– Mobility for operators – move them back to the machines
– Development capabilities to ”connect the dots” with little effort – SCP SDK for IOS
capabilities fit into the overall corporate footprint
– Shorter time to market, increased efficiency and timely business insights
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Solution Details
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Benefits
Business value:
•

SKF manages their global organization with sales and manufacturing companies in more than 130 countries and UNITE Program (the
most strategic initiative for the company since 1903) was launched to implement globally harmonized and standardized practices for all
significant processes – F2F, C2C, R2R, P2P – over a 5 – 7 years horizon

 SKF went live with SAP, changing tool and daily working procedures for some 1800 end users in more than 200 business processes - in
one go. 800 shop floor workers gained mobility. Company saw productivity increases and timely insights into the production situation,
overall cutting down time to market for the manufactured products.

Social value:
Productivity increase and digitization of paper-based manufacturing flow contribute to SKF’s SCR goal of reducing environmental
impacts from its operations. Additionally the solution supports all five value drivers of the company:
§ Grow with profit
Quality
Innovation
Simplicity & Speed
Sustainability
§

Human empowerment:
§

Shop floor workers got involved in the application design process to understand the true challenges they faced. As a result they enhanced
and simplified the design, included functionality and process improvements, added new user interaction capabilities, require close to zero
IT training. Workers now enjoy higher productivity spending more time at the production machines versus unproductive time on their
computers. They enjoy better work environment and feel empowered by the new digital experience, having information literally at their
fingertips anywhere on the production floor.
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Architecture
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Architecture
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Illustration

Starting point:

The result:

•
•
•

Material Insight
One swipe Staging
Relevant Information

•
•
•

Guided Procedure
Empowerment
Production Order Insight

•
•
•

Process Optimization
Push Information
Channel Insight
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Quote
“With the SAP Design Thinking approach, our people - the users of the solution, were
truly involved and at the core of influencing function and design. This was clearly a
success factor”
Gunilla Nilsson, Managing Director at SKF Sverige AB

“Having key data available right at the fingertips of every machine operator has made a
significant difference compared to before. The solution is intuitive, user-friendly and
reduces the risk of making mistakes. I am very happy with the efficiency improvement
that this simplification project has delivered to our operation”.
Torsten Nordgren, Director Demand Chain, Manufacturing Development & Business
Excellence
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Deployment details
Agile implementation started September 2017, went live on 28th January 2018
§ Approximately 350 consulting days

Project roles in team
§ Project manager: Business Transformation Services
§ Back end: OData, SAP Cloud Platform SDK for iOS
§ Front end: iOS SWIFT
§ Functional: SAP Extended Warehouse Management, SAP ERP Core Component
§ Designer

Team from 5 EMEA market units, including SDC
Hardware: iPhone 7+ and scanner ASReader plus Scandit
Further project scaling (TBD):
§ More factories in Sweden, Spain, starting in March, 2018
§ Other business process, as those for forklift drivers starting in Q2
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Additional information
SKF Video 'Innovation secret weapon' about brining Leonardo, leading with designthinking workshops (SAP TechEd Keynote video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXlNSM-rISQ

Apple/SKF SAP CP iOS SDK based collaboration:
https://www.apple.com/business/success-stories/

SKF presented this project at the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona in February
2018
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